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Pro Android Web Game Apps: Using HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScriptApress, 2012

	Dive into game development and create great multiplayer online games with Pro Android Web Game Apps. This hands-on guide covers both the theory and practice of browser game development for the Android platform. You'll use cutting-edge technologies to make game engines in your browser, establish real-time server communication, and create...
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Test-Driven Development with Python: Obey the Testing Goat: Using Django, Selenium, and JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2017

	
		By taking you through the development of a real web application from beginning to end, the second edition of this hands-on guide demonstrates the practical advantages of test-driven development (TDD) with Python. You’ll learn how to write and run tests before building each part of your app, and then develop the minimum...
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Angular for Material Design: Leverage Angular Material and TypeScript to Build a Rich User Interface for Web AppsApress, 2019

	
		Build Angular applications faster and better with TypeScript and Material Design. You will learn how to build a web interface and use Google's open source Angular Material library of ready-made and easy-to-use components.

	
		This book uses Angular with TypeScript (a superset to JavaScript) to enable use of data types...
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Map Scripting 101: An Example-Driven Guide to Building Interactive Maps with Bing, Yahoo!, and Google MapsNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The Web has changed our lives in many
		ways. The first online, on-demand driving
		directions from MapQuest very nearly rendered
		traditional road atlases obsolete. Today,
		many websites that provide driving directions also
		make their maps available to developers. Using these
		mapping APIs, you can plot your own points or...
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Scriptin' with JavaScript and Ajax: A Designer's Guide (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2009

	Scriptin’ with JavaScript and Ajax is the third in a series of books
	aimed at introducing designers and programmers to the process
	of developing browser-based interfaces. The first, Stylin’ with CSS,
	focuses on the structure and styling of content, and the second,
	Codin’ for the Web, focuses on the three-tier...
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Learn HTML5 and JavaScript for Android (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012

	Welcome to Learn HTML5 and JavaScript for Android. This book will provide an introduction to HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3 for Android Browser for version 4.0 of the Android operating system (called Ice Cream Sandwich). This book will take you through how to leverage the best mobile web technologies and methodologies to develop solid mobile web...
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HTML5 for Flash DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2013

	As the support for HTML5 within modern web browsers grows, the appeal of HTML5 development, especially for Flash developers, is at an all-time high. From 3D interactive multi-user content to high definition video streaming, HTML5 can deliver it all, to almost all modern web browsers, desktops, and mobile platforms.


	HTML5 for Flash...
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JavaScript CookbookO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Problem solving with JavaScript is a lot trickier now that its use has expanded considerably in size, scope, and complexity. This cookbook has your back, with recipes for common tasks across the JavaScript world, whether you’re working in the browser, the server, or a mobile environment. Each recipe includes reusable code and...
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Learning ExtJS - Fourth EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create powerful web applications with the new and improved Ext JS 5 library


	About This Book

	
		Explore the essentials of application development in Ext JS 5 and work on real-world web applications
	
		Discover the new features of Ext JS 5 such as MVVM (Model-View-ViewModel) and data binding and...
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Creating Mobile Apps with jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2013

	By the time you've completed the 10 projects in this book, you'll be a dab hand at using jQuery Mobile to create apps for smartphones and tablets. Turn your basic web development knowledge into pure gold.


	Overview

	
		Write less, do more: learn to apply the jQuery motto to quickly craft creative sites...
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Progressive Web Application Development by Example: Develop fast, reliable, and engaging user experiences for the webPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the full potential of the web to make your web sites better than native applications for every platform. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore different models and patterns required to develop progressive web applications
	
			Create applications requiring shorter runtime for...
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Beginning iPhone and iPad Web Apps: Scripting with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScriptApress, 2010

	This book will help you join the thousands of successful iPhone App developers without needing to learn Objective-C or the Cocoa touch APIs. If you want to apply your existing web development skills to iPhone and iPad development, then now you can. WebKit’s support for HTML5 means any web developer can create compelling apps for both...
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